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The ultimate insider's guide to adventures around the world

Features interesting and unusual places not found in traditional travel guides

Part of the international 111 Places series with over 650 titles and 3.8 million copies in print worldwide

Fully illustrated with several color photographs

Our memories define our lives. So we owe it ourselves to create as many wonderful memories as we can. Travel is great at creating

memories and travel adventures create the most ‘memorable’ of memories. As they say: ‘travel is the only thing we pay for that makes

us richer’. The world is a big and fascinating place and affordable airfares have made it accessible for all of us. But what will you do when

you get there?  Will you sit on a beach or will you embark on an adventure that will enrich your life?  If you prefer the latter then this

book is for you. It took more than 20 years to assemble these adventures. They are not the result of online search; they were

discovered the old fashioned way: by trial and error and by luck and happenstance. The one thing they all have in common is that the

author has personally experienced each adventure so there is a reliable consistency to these 111 adventures as much as there is an

exotic variety.

Herbert Ypma is an award-winning author, photographer, art director, traveler and entrepreneur. He has written 12 books about

design and architecture including the bestselling India Modern and the very successful World Design book series. He has also written 18

books about travel including the ground breaking Hip Hotels book series that sold over a million copies. Herbert Ypma is a keen surfer,

sailor and skier and, like a true nomad, he divides his time between Asia, Australia, Europe and North America.
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